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It is a great pleasure for us to announce that cayla group has taken a first step to extend our activities to the
Americas. This is another important step allowing us to build bridges between businesses from Europe to initially
the United States of America and vice versa. Our new partner Richard Meyers will represent cayla group from the
office in Longboat Key, Florida, USA.
Rich is a serial entrepreneur and inventor of over 50 patents in wireless communications and security technologies. He served as CEO of 3 start-ups including the voice over internet protocol pioneer ParaVoice, the satellite
terminal company ParaGea as well as the cargo security company GlobalTrak. He successfully sold these companies to larger companies such as LSI Logic and Tele Systems International and did sell his most recent venture to
NASDAQ listed satellite company ORBCOMM.
Rich's experiences as a consultant include the following activities: interim management, technology development
and strategy, business and market development, new product introductions, outplacement and supporting developing establishing strategic business plans for his clients.
He received his training in electrical engineering at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and is based in Longboat Key, Florida, USA. Rich will co-operate closely with Alexander Adelmund as well as with Walter Verhelst
to establish cayla group and our activities in the USA.
Richard C. Meyers in brief:
M.I.T. Graduate in Electrical Engineering and Minor in Physics
Inventor of over 50 patents in wireless and security technologies
CEO of 3 start-ups in wireless/satellite communication and internet technology
Executive positions at large companies including COMSAT, Raytheon and ORBCOMM
Brought VoIP start-up ParaVoice from the conception to a successful sale to LSI Logic
in less than 18 months
We are looking forward to a long, close and successful co-operation with Rich and numerous interesting projects in
the USA, Europe as well as in Asia with Rich with our existing and future clients.
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